OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES
GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
PARLIAMENT STREET, NEW DELHI.

No. F. 47/86/RCS/Policy/2009/PF/537

Dated: 31-10-2011

In continuation of this office order / notification No.F.47/86/RCS/Policy/ 2009/ PF/519 dated 17.10.2011, all AR's are hereby informed that the penalty amount may be received from the society in consolidate against eligible, members through cheque / Demand Draft issued in favour of Registrar, Coop. Societies on the account of regularization of self draw and this penalty amount has to be deposited under receipt head "0425".

Copy to :-
1. P.S. to RCS, O/o RCS.
2. Spl. RCS, O/o- RCS.
3. Addl. RCS, O/o- RCS.
4. Joint RCS, O/o- RCS.
5. All Dy. RCS, O/o- RCS.
6. All Asstt. Registrar's, O/o- RCS.
7. AR. Computer Cell with the direction to upload the circular on the website of the department.
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